
ELF IDEAS 
 

In The Kitchen And With Food 
z Lying in flour like he made a snow angel  

z Sticking out of a cereal box 

z On a counter or table with a message written using small candies 

z Sitting like he’s drinking syrup with a straw 

z With marshmallow snowmen as if he made them 

z Put wiggly eyes on fruit like he put them there. 

z On his back end sticking out of a bag of candy 

z With chocolate on his face and a piece of chocolate next to him 

z If one of the children touched the elf, cover him in sprinkles that 

are labeled as magic restoration dust 

 

 

Places to Hide 
z In the blender 

z In the refrigerator 

z In the pantry 

z In the coffeepot 

z In a plant 

z On a shelf 

z Behind a picture 

z In a cabinet 

z In a closet 

z In slippers 

 

 



 

Elf Fun 
z Hide candy canes in the house and elf with empty box and note 

saying to find them 

z Playing a game with stuffed animals 

z Playing cards 

z Circling gifts in an advertisement or catalog 

z Coloring in a coloring book or plain paper 

z Reading a book 

z Delivering a note from Santa 

 

 

Family Activities  
(have the elf sitting with the materials and with a note explaining 

them) 

z Ingredients to make cookies 

z Baked cookies and materials to frost and decorate 

z Gingerbread house kits  

z Mugs, instant hot chocolate, and marshmallows with note for a 

family hot chocolate night 

z Popcorn, treats, and a Christmas movie for a family movie night 

z Materials to make cards to take to nursing homes or hospitals 

z Scarf, carrots, and accessories to build a snowman 

z Materials for writing letters to Santa whether it’s for the gifts 

they want or a thank you letter 

z Coffee filters and scissors to make snowflakes 

z Construction paper, scissors and glue to make paper chains 

z A new Christmas book for family reading night 

 

 

 

 



 

Elf Mischief  
(remember you can’t move the elf all day) 

z Toilet papering the Christmas tree 

z Unravel toilet paper in the bathroom, down the stairs, anywhere 

that’s convenient 

z Write a message in the bathroom with toothpaste 

z Gift wrapping the toilet 

z Wrapped in wrapping paper (I’d leave the face showing) 
 

 

Elf Just Hanging Out 

z Playing a musical instrument 

z Sticking out of a stocking 

z Sleeping in a tissue box 

z Next to a small Christmas tree as if he decorated it 

z Hanging from a light fixture 
 

 

Elf Adventures 

z Ziplining on candy cane 

z Lifting weights (a candy cane or straw bar with marshmallow 

weights) 

z Playing golf with a candy cane golf club and mini marshmallow golf 

ball 

z Riding in toy car 

z Riding on a candy cane sled 
 


